
 WALKABOUT, OAKHAM SCHOOL AND INDUSTRIAL AREA, 7/VII/2018 

Oakham School (northern part) 

Overall impressions – an ever-enlarging enterprise which sometimes takes over pre-existing 
buildings and sometimes erects new ones, which makes for variety. 

Landmarks – buildings seen from across playing-fields: Chapmans from Farside, Wharflands and 
Sports Hall from Doncaster Close, Queen Elizabeth Theatre. However, other substantial buildings 
are tucked away, e.g. to some extent Deanscroft and more particularly the original Wharflands 
house. 

Historic Buildings – the original parts of Wharflands, Deanscroft and Chapmans, Buchanans, 
Hambleton/Gunthorpe (ex-workhouse). 

Views and Vistas – Looking north over Farside, Deanscroft from the north-east near Queen 
Elizabeth Theatre, looking back towards the parish church from Doncaster Close. 

Use of Buildings – some purpose-built for classrooms or boarding pupils but many conversions, e.g. 
Wharflands for boarding, Kilburn Quadrangle for a variety of uses, ex-prison for art and design 
(Richard Bull Centre), ex-police station as sanatorium and bursary. 

Special Buildings – pavilion, Barraclough dining hall, Smallbone library. 

Building Scales, Heights, Masses and Densities – mixture of two- and three-storey, but some two-
storey as as high as some three-. Later additions added on to the side of an older building do not 
overwhelm it. Densities often governed by need of both playing fields and car parks; otherwise, 
most cramped in Kilburn area. 

Building Materials -  largely red brick, fenestration in “house styles”. 

Boundary Treatments – use of similar sets of double gates. Red signs announce where one is. 

Street Furniture and Paving – varied paving but unobtrusive. Modern sculpture. Wooden sheds for 
children to leave their files in (and sometimes forget them). 

How People use the Place – dormitories, classrooms, sports venues, playing fields. 

Maintenance Levels – very good. 

What could be Done Better? -  the School wants to improve the view of the former “Odd House” 
inn which it has bought. 



Oakham Industrial Area 

Overall Impressions – a mixture of sizes but nearly all at least comparatively modern. 

Landmarks -  Provender Stores, Lands' End. 

Historic Buildings – Provender Stores. 

Views and Vistas – Provender Stores from bypass, looking along Pillings Road from Lands' End 
Way. 

Use of Buildings – distribution, light engineering, car repair. 

Special Buildings – Provender Stores. 

Building Scales, Heights, Masses and Densities -  variable: the Provender Stores is five storeys 
high, office block at railway end of Pillings Road is somewhat lower and looks less functional than 
the other buildings near it. New Mecc Alte building off Maresfield Road is substantial. Otherwise, 
low-rise, mainly stand-alone units but some end-on terraces for small firms in Pillings Road and 
Station Approach. 

Building Materials – brick, glass, some steel roofing. 

Boundary Treatments – landscaping around Lands' End. Shrubs alongside bypass bridge over the 
railway screen RPC/ P. C. Howard and Lands' End. Fairly mature trees separate Navitron from 
Lands' End Way allotments. 

Street Furniture and Paving – kerbs are well defined. Footpath the length of the northern side of 
Pillings Road would be a good thing. 1980s letter box in Pillings Road. 

How People Use the Place – for the businesses concerned, which include engineering, clothing, 
domestic furnishings, pet food. 

Maintenance Levels – nothing amiss to the casual observer. 

What could be Done Better? - too late now, but allowing vehicles to enter Lands' End Way from the 
Stud Road housing estate will exacerbate the potential for jams which has been increased by not 
building a roundabout at the junction of Lands' End Way with Barleythorpe Road. 


